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1. Introduction

Assembly, hanging, and insertion are
examples of essential tasks in robotics,
which are common in industrial settings
and in day-to-day activities. Using robots
for these tasks has reduced process costs
and improved the efficiency of the
manufacturing process.[1] However, deal-
ing with changing home environments or
uncertainties in the industrial setting is
still challenging.[2] Adaptable control
approaches that can handle object pose
and goal pose uncertainties are needed
for the robust real-world application of
robots.[3–6]

Adapting to uncertainties while conduct-
ing a task involving environment–robot
dynamic interaction is challenging for con-
ventional control methods. It is often diffi-
cult to model the environment, while
accurately taking into account friction,
object properties, and contacts.[7,8]

Moreover, the physical parameters of such dynamic interactions
are hard to identify. Thus, it is difficult to find a robust and
generalized solution for these problems without spending signif-
icant effort in fine-tuning the controller.[9] In contrast to conven-
tional methods, reinforcement learning (RL) offers promising
solutions for such cases.[10,11] Instead of explicit problem formu-
lation, RL methods allow for specifying the task reward.
Furthermore, they can adapt to new situations that have not been
experienced.

RL has shown promise in learning control tasks requiring
robot–object interaction, for example, dexterous in-hand object
manipulation[12] or opening doors.[13] However, using RL for
real-world applications is still challenging as training robots with
RL can be a data-extensive and time-consuming process. A typical
RL approach can take millions of time steps to learn a pick and
place task even when little or no uncertainties are present.[14]

Moreover, the RL agent’s initial exploratory actions can be unsafe
for the robot and the environment.[15,16] To use an RL method
directly in real-world settings, the method has to learn the task
within a few minutes of training. In addition, the method should
ensure the robot’s safety while dealing with uncertainties in the
environment.

One way to reduce learning time on a real-world robotic plat-
form is to train the robot first in a simulation and then conduct
fine tuning on the real robot. This paradigm is referred to as sim-
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Adapting to uncertainties is essential yet challenging for robots while conducting
assembly tasks in real-world scenarios. Reinforcement learning (RL) methods
provide a promising solution for these cases. However, training robots with RL can
be a data-extensive, time-consuming, and potentially unsafe process. In contrast,
classical control strategies can have near-optimal performance without training and
be certifiably safe. However, this is achieved at the cost of assuming that the
environment is known up to small uncertainties. Herein, an architecture aiming
at getting the best out of the two worlds, by combining RL and classical
strategies so that each one deals with the right portion of the assembly problem,
is proposed. A time-varying weighted sum combines a recurrent RL method with
a nominal strategy. The output serves as the reference for a task space
impedance controller. The proposed approach can learn to insert an object in a
frame within a few minutes of real-world training. A success rate of 94% in the
presence of considerable uncertainties is observed. Furthermore, the approach
is robust to changes in the experimental setup and task, even when no retrain is
performed. For example, the same policy achieves a success rate of 85% when
the object properties change.
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to-real in literature. Beltran-Hernandez et al.[17] used the soft
actor-critic (SAC) algorithm to insert USB and LAN cables into
ports. They train the robot in simulation for 50 000 time steps
and in the real world for 15 000 time steps (20min).
However, when the object’s properties, for example, deformabil-
ity or size, change from the interaction with the environment,
developing a simulation environment that resembles a real-world
scenario can be quite difficult and more time-consuming than
hand-engineering a solution on the real robot. Moreover, to apply
such a technique, an expert must anticipate situations and design
the simulator beforehand.

Inoue et al.[18] discretized the action space of the robot to
enable fast learning for real-world robotic applications. They used
recurrent deep neural networks with the Q-learning algorithm to
learn the peg-in-hole task. However, the learnt RL model was
used only for a single peg, hole, and clearance size. Different
models are needed for different object sizes, and hence the
method does not adapt to object sizes. Another approach to
reducing learning time is to use sample-efficient model-based
RL algorithms.[16] Fan et al.[19] combined model-based guided
policy search (GPS) with the deep deterministic policy gradient
(DDPG) algorithm to conduct high-precision assemblies. Luo
et al.[20] used a variant of GPS for the robotic assembly of a rigid
peg and deformable ring. However, these methods require man-
ual tuning of force control gains and do not cope well with envi-
ronmental variations.[17] Thomas et al.[21] combined trajectory
planning with GPS to solve the robotic assembly problem when
the object geometry is precisely known. However, they focus on
following a precise trajectory instead of learning the assembly
task itself. Thus, this method does not adapt to environment
changes.

Reward shaping or learning from demonstration is also used
to reduce the training time required for an RL algorithm. Wu
et al.[22] used human demonstration and generative adversarial
networks (GANs) to shape state-action potential function
offline. This potential function is used as a reward in conjunc-
tion with the peg-in-hole task’s sparse reward function while
training the RL algorithm online. A few works used human
demonstrations to learn peg-in-hole or assembly tasks.[23–27]

However, they aim to learn the task assuming complete
knowledge of the environment and cannot generalize to new
situations.

In summary, training RL algorithms can be a data-extensive
and time-consuming process. Furthermore, it can lead to unsafe
robot actions that can potentially harm the robot and the environ-
ment while training. Thus, using RL directly for real-world train-
ing is not be efficient or safe.[16] Existing methods rely on
pretraining RL algorithms using simulation environments or
use human intervention while learning to reduce data require-
ments. Moreover, most of these methods learn the task under
the assumption of correctly known object poses without consid-
ering the extreme uncertainties of real-world settings. In con-
trast, we propose an RL approach to handle uncertainties in
contact-rich tasks via direct interaction with the environment
without using any simulation environment. This is achieved
by combining state-of-the-art impedance control with RL to alle-
viate data and safety concerns.

Impedance control is a generalization of stiffness and damp-
ing control, and it models robot–environment interaction as a

mass–spring–damper system.[28] It provides an elegant way to
enable robot–environment contact with stable motions during
contact-state transitions.[29] Using Cartesian impedance control
(IC) we ensure the robot’s safety while interacting with the envi-
ronment directly. However, although the impedance control can
adapt to minor uncertainties, it cannot handle more extreme or
discontinuous uncertainties.[30] Thus, using only the IC alone is
not sufficient in real-world scenarios. In our article, we combine
the IC with RL methods to deal with such uncertainties. This
combination reduces RL’s data and time requirement consider-
ably, adapts to extreme position uncertainties, and safeguards the
robot during direct training, as can be seen from the experiments
later.

Johannink et al.[30] investigated residual RL with a sim-to-real
approach to insert a block between two other blocks. However,
they used a dense reward function that utilizes the knowledge of
the actual goal pose and poses of all the blocks with a carefully
crafted vision setup. For practical applications, this assumption
might not hold due to the robot hand obstructing the object. In
contrast, we do not make such assumptions and use a sparse
reward while learning, wherein a robot is rewarded only when
the object is at the goal position. Moreover, we aim at direct
real-world robot training without the need for using a simulator
beforehand.

In our approach, we formulate a nominal strategy to complete
assembly tasks. A weighted sum of a nominal control strategy
and an RL method generates a reference configuration for the
IC. This combination safeguards the robot while interacting with
the environment and can adapt to extreme environmental uncer-
tainties. For the RL part, we extend twin-delayed DDPG (TD3),[31]

with a recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture, namely,
long short-term memory (LSTM). Furthermore, we introduce
a decay factor that reduces the output of the nominal controller
over time. The weighted sum of both controllers’ actions is then
passed to the IC, which generates control torques for the robot.
Our approach is evaluated in a real-world setting for the task of
inserting and hanging objects in a frame. During evaluation, we
attempt to answer the following questions: 1) Does our approach
outperform conventional feedback control methods, such as
impedance control, in the presence of position uncertainties?
2) Can this method adapt to changes in object size and
deformability?

The rest of the article is organized as follows. We explain the
preliminaries of RL in Section 2. Section 3 defines the problem
statement and discusses our approach along with the proposed
algorithm. Section 4 describes our experimental setup, experi-
ments, and results. Section 5 draws the conclusions for this
work.

2. Preliminaries: RL

In RL algorithms, in an environment E, at a discrete time t, an
agent observes state st ∈ ℝn, takes an action at ∈ ℝm, observes a
scalar reward rtðst, atÞ, and transitions to a state stþ1 for a deter-
ministic case. The agent takes actions according to a determin-
istic policy μ. This policy is a mapping from states to actions,
μ∶S ! A, where S is the state space and A is the action space.
The return from a state si is defined as the sum of discounted
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future rewards from that particular state, and it is given as
Rt ¼

Pi¼∞
i¼t γði�tÞrðsi, aiÞ. Here, γ ∈ ½0, 1� is a discount factor,

which allows a trade-off to give a higher priority to the rewards
received in the short term. The goal of the agent is to learn a
policy that maximizes the expected return from the given
start distribution. The expected return is given as J ¼
Eri , si∼E, ai∼μ½R0�. This article considers episodic tasks that
terminate after a discrete time or at an episode length T.

This RL formulation assumes that the underlying process is a
fully observable Markov decision process (MDP). This is often
not possible in practice, for example, due to noise in the sen-
sors.[32] Most real-world systems are partially observed MDPs
(POMDPs). The agent can observe its state at time t, st, in
MDPs. The agent cannot observe this state directly in
POMDPs. At a time t, the agent receives an observation ot ∈
O that is conditioned on the state pðotjstÞ.[33] We model our prob-
lem as a POMDP and use observations instead of states. We
extend the state-of-the-art algorithm TD3 using RNNs to handle
the POMDP better. A detailed motivation behind this extension
is given in Section 3.2.4. The following section explains the base
algorithm TD3 and the rationale for our choice.

2.1. TD3

TD3 is the actor–critic algorithm that is stable, efficient, and
needs less manual effort for parameter tuning than other
policy-based methods.[30] It was proposed as an improvement
over DDPG. Traditional Q-learning methods tend to overesti-
mateQ-values and lead to suboptimal policies. This problem per-
sists in actor–critic algorithms like DDPG. TD3 addresses this
issue using double-Q-learning and outperforms purely
Q-learning-based methods along with other actor–critic and
policy gradient algorithms. It outperformed state-of-the-art
algorithms like DDPG, proximal policy optimization (PPO),
and SAC in challenging environments with continuous action
space. TD3 showed better performance than these algorithms
for tasks such as reaching goal positions with a robot arm,
double-inverted pendulum, and contact-rich tasks such as walk-
ing.[31] Hence, we use TD3 as our base algorithm.

In actor–critic algorithms, the actor is the agent’s policy μ, and
the critic is a Q-value function that estimates the expected dis-
counted return for taking an action at in state st, while following
a policy μ henceforth. Both are represented as deep neural net-
works (DNNs). TD3 uses clipped double-Q learning, which
learns two target Q-value functions. Let us assume that the policy
is denoted as μθ and Q-value functions as Qϕ1

and Qϕ2
—with θ,

ϕ1, and ϕ2 as the DNN parameters for the actor and two critic
networks, respectively. At the start of the algorithm, TD3 initial-
izes target networks ϕ0

1, ϕ
0
2, and θ

0
with the same weights as

ϕ1,ϕ2, and θ, respectively. The trick is to compute a target y,
which is a value that the main Q-value function should be, using
these target networks and update them only after a fixed number
of time steps by copying values from the main network to achieve
stable updates. At each time step t, the transition ðst, at, rt, stþ1Þ is
stored in a reply buffer B. TD3 samples a minibatch of
random transitions to compute a target for Q-value functions
at each time step. It computes a single target for both
Q-value functions by choosing theQ-value function with the least

value. For a single transition ðsi, ai, ri, siþ1Þ sampled from the
replay buffer B, the target is computed as follows.

yi ¼ ri þ γmin
j¼1, 2

Qϕ0
j
ðsiþ1, aiþ1Þ (1)

Here, aiþ1 is the action obtained by adding a small random
noise ðε∼N ð0, σÞÞ to the action output by the target policy
μθ0 and clipping it within a valid range such that
aiþ1 ¼ μθ0ðsiþ1Þ þ ε ¼ clipðμθ0ðsiþ1Þ þ clipðε, � c, cÞ, alow, ahighÞ.
Here, c is a small constant and ε has the dimensions of the action
vector. By adding this noise, TD3 ensures that the policy is robust
to the Q-value function inaccuracies. Both Q-value functions
regress to minimize the following expected squared loss using
sampled transitions from the replay buffer, B, to update ϕ1
and ϕ2.

Lðϕ,BÞ ¼ E
ðsi , ai , ri , siþ1Þ∼B

½ðyi � Qϕðsi, aiÞÞ2� (2)

Here, ϕ ¼ fϕ1,ϕ2g and the operator E compute the probabi-
listic expectation of a variable, in this case, under the hypothesis
that the samples ðsi, ai, ri, siþ1Þ are drawn from the replay buffer
B. Finally, the agent’s policy is learnt just by maximizing the
expected Q-value function, Qϕ1

.

max
θ

E
si∼B

½Qϕ1
ðsi, μθðsiÞÞ� (3)

The updates for θ and ϕ ¼ fϕ1,ϕ2g are computed at every
time step using Equation (2) and (3). The updates for the targets
θ
0
and ϕ

0 ¼ fϕ0
1,ϕ

0
2g are then computed using a smoothing

factor η � 1, such that, θ
0 ¼ ηθ þ ð1� ηÞθ0

, and
ϕ

0 ¼ ηϕþ ð1� ηÞϕ0
. Note that we do not provide a complete

explanation of the algorithm TD3 and mention only the factors
relevant for our approach. For in-depth information about this
algorithm, readers can refer to the original paper.[31]

3. Proposed Solution

This section presents our approach. We formulate and provide a
solution for an assembly problem in nominal conditions, that is,
when no uncertainties are present in Section 3.1. Section 3.2
describes our algorithm and approach when uncertainties are
present.

3.1. Solution of the Assembly Problem in Nominal Conditions

In this work, we consider assembly tasks involving two elements.
Without the loss of generality, we consider one of the two ele-
ments at rest (frame or hanger hereinafter) and the other firmly
grasped by a robotic manipulator in its end-effector (object here-
inafter). With a stable grasp, the object does not move in the
robot hand even when disturbed by a small external force.[34]

Thus, a rigid coupling exists between the grasped object and
the robot. As the robot moves, the object moves with it, keeping
the same relative pose with respect to the robot end-effector. Let
fBg, fEEg, fOg, and fHg be the frames attached to the robot
base, end-effector, object, and hanger, respectively. An ideal
assembly problem with a known object geometry is: move the
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object fOg based on its current state such that the object is inside
the hanger. For simplicity, let us choose the object and hanger
reference frames such that they coincide when the object is
inside the hanger. Figure 1a shows a start state of the hanger,
robot, and object system, and Figure 1c shows a goal
configuration.

Let HB T ,
O
BT ,

EE
B T be the transformation matrices of the hanger,

object, and end-effector in the robot’s base frame. The transfor-
mation matrix of the object with respect to the hanger frame is
obtained as O

HT = O
BT

H
B T

�1. Then, we can define the assembly
problem for the traditional control method as finding a trajectory
such that the object and the hanger frame coincide, H

OTend = I.
Note that each end-effector trajectory point EEB T can be computed
using the corresponding object trajectory point H

OT as
EE
B T = EE

O T H
OT

�1 H
B T . Figure 1 shows an example of such a

scenario.
In an ideal case, when the object’s exact geometry is known, its

trajectory is computed using the exact geometry and the assem-
bly constraints. This section explains such a procedure for the
example in Figure 1. The direction approaching the goal is a
straight line in this figure and all the other examples in
Section 4. Nevertheless, the architecture proposed in the next
section may also be applied to more complex assembly tasks with
minimum changes. However, it is beyond the scope of the pres-
ent article to discuss this possibility.

We consider a case where the direction of approach is free of
obstructions in the nominal conditions. We choose to place the
object such that one of its axes is aligned to the direction of insertion
and the other two axes are parallel to the respective frame/hanger
axes. This makes the mathematical formulation simpler. An exam-
ple of this is shown in Figure 1b. Here, the object frame is chosen
such that its transformationmatrix with respect to the end-effector is

EE
o T ¼

2
664
1 0 0 EE

O pX
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 EE

O pZ
0 0 0 1

3
775 (4)

Here, EE
O pX and EE

O pZ is the distance between the end-effector
and the object along the X- and Z-axis, respectively. Here, if the
object’s goal position is ðxo, yo, zgÞ, then we choose its new inter-
mediate position on top of the goal (along the Z-axis), as
ðxo, yo, zoÞ. By virtue of Equation (4) and the object–robot rigid
coupling assumption, the control problem for the robot becomes
reaching the goal position ðxo, yo þ EE

O pX, zg þ EE
O pZÞ from posi-

tion ðxo, yo þ EE
O pX, zo þ EE

O pZÞ. Thus, the robot only needs to
move along the negative Z-axis until the goal position is reached.
This can be solved using a simple position-based nominal con-
troller when all poses are perfectly known. The solution approach
when goal position uncertainties are present is described in
Section 3.2.

3.2. Combining Impedance Control and Residual Recurrent TD3
with a Decaying Nominal Controller Policy

The following challenges exist for the assembly task described
earlier in real-world settings. 1) The object’s position in the robot
hand is not fully known and can be difficult to predict due to
occlusions. 2) The object can move in the robot hand when sub-
ject to forces from the environment.

These uncertainties can result in incorrect goal position pre-
diction, as shown in Figure 1d. In this scenario, the object is
obstructed by the hanger completely, and a simple position-based
nominal controller cannot be used to reach the actual goal. For

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1. The colored crosses represent the frame attached to the object, hanger/frame, and robot end-effector. The aim is to move the object from an
a) initial configuration in the image to the c) goal configuration in the image. By choosing an b) intermediate configuration in the image, we can reduce the
insertion problem by simply moving along the Z-axis to reach the goal. In this article, we consider uncertainty, where the correct object or goal position is
not known, and hence the controller’s goal position can differ from the actual goal position, as shown in d) the image. Here, using transitional control
approaches to find a solution can be difficult.
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these situations, the control solution needs to incorporate the
interaction dynamics between the object and the robot.
Conventional control methods often divide the assembly task
into contact detection and compliant control to solve this prob-
lem.[35] However, most approaches are optimized for one of the
stages, and less research is focused on optimizing the whole
task.[36] Moreover, compliant control strategies like impedance
control or force-based compliant control can adapt to only minor
uncertainties. They cannot handle more extreme and discontin-
uous uncertainties.[30]

In this article, we augment the combination of the nominal
controller proposed in Section 3.1 and the IC with RL to learn
assembly tasks in the presence of goal position uncertainties.
We use RL in the task space rather than in joint space to make
the trained policy invariant to the hanger position and orientation
changes. The proposed RL algorithm, along with our control
scheme, is explained below. Figure 2 shows the control architec-
ture of our approach, which comprises four distinct components:
the IC, the time-varying averaging, the nominal controller μc, and
the RL policy μθ. We describe in detail each of the blocks in the
rest of the section.

3.2.1. Cartesian IC

We use a Cartesian IC without inertia shaping[37] to control the
robot, as shown in Figure 2. The task space of the robot is the full
configuration (position and orientation) of the end-effector. We
use quaternions here to represent rotations. The joint torques u
are computed using the following equation.[38]

u ¼ �JðqÞT
 
S

"
a
0 � P

δð1w þ 0iþ 0j þ 0k,QÞ

#
þ DJðqÞq:

!

þ Cðq, q: Þq: þ GðqÞ
(5)

Here, q, q
:
∈ ℝn are the robot joint angles and their time deriv-

atives, respectively. P ∈ ℝ3 and Q ∈ ℚ are the position and ori-
entation of the end-effector in the object frame. δ implements a
difference in quaternion space. J ∈ ℝ7�n is the Jacobian matrix

mapping q
:
into velocities at the end-effector. S,D ∈ ℝ7�7 are the

desired stiffness and damping matrices, which we consider here
to be diagonal. Cðq, q: Þq: ∈ ℝn is the torque applied to compensate
for the Coriolis and centrifugal effect, and GðqÞ ∈ ℝn is the grav-
ity compensation torque. The closed loop generated by
Equation (5) is such that the end-effector dynamics is equivalent
to a spring–damper system with a configuration-dependent
inertia tensor. For the position part, this is

ΛðqÞP̈ þDPP
: þ SPða0 � PÞ ¼ 0 (6)

where ΛðqÞ ∈ ℝ3�3 is the mass as perceived at the end-effector,
and SP,DP ∈ ℝ3�3 are the top-left principal minors of S,D. Note
that a

0
is then specified by the higher levels of the control

architecture, as discussed later.

3.2.2. Weighted Sum

This simple yet fundamental component combines the a priori
knowledge provided by the nominal algorithm with the learnt
component. It computes a weighted sum of the nominal control-
ler and RL algorithm actions. We formulate the assembly task as
an episodic RL problem terminating at a discrete time horizon or
an episode length T. At any discrete time t ≤ T this weighted
sum is evaluated

a
0
t ¼ ð1� λtÞat þ λtact, λt ¼ max

�
0, T�t

T

�
: (7)

Here, at and act are the actions’ output by the RL algorithm
(explained in Section 3.2.4) and the nominal controller (explained
in Section 3.2.3), respectively, at a discrete time t. λ ∈ ½0, 1� is a
decay parameter. The value of λ is one at the beginning of the task
and is reduced at each time step linearly until it reaches zero.
Thus, this formulation assigns more importance to the nominal
controller at the beginning of the task and increases the weight of
the RL algorithm over time. Using the time-varying weights, we
ensure that the nominal controller can take the robot well within
the goal’s vicinity while gradually transferring control to the RL

Impedance 
control

Recurrent TD3 with
policy: θ

Robot

X

X

+

Nominal controller
with policy: 

c

Discrete-time 
clock(Pgc - Pt)

t

(1 - t)

(1 - t)at

tact   act

at

at = (1 - t)at + tact

Ft

Pt

Joint torques

Robot state

’

Figure 2. The control scheme for our approach. The nominal controller computes a goal position for the end-effector Pgc and outputs an action act at a
discrete time t. The RL block outputs an action at considering observed forces acting on the end-effector Ft and the difference between the assumed goal
and current end-effector position ðPgc � PtÞ. The final action to be executed is the weighted summation of the actions of the nominal controller and
recurrent TD3 policy. This action is sent to the IC, which outputs the required joint torques to command the robot. Here, act is the action output by the
nominal controller at time t, and at is the action output by the recurrent TD3 policy at time t. λt is the time-dependent decay factor, and a0t is the action
(reference position) sent to the IC.
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algorithm. Also, for our chosen class of assembly problems,
uncertainties can be detected only when the robot is close to
the goal and interacts with the frame.

The choice of T is clearly a critical hyperparameter to be tuned.
It should be considered that good values should be higher than
the settling time of Equation (6). In this way, if the nominal strat-
egy can solve the task, then the RL will not have to intervene at all.
As a rule of thumb, T can be selected to be two or three times the
average settling time.

3.2.3. Nominal Strategy

This block computes the feed-forward nominal action proposed
in Section 3.1, to be then used as a reference configuration of the
virtual spring generated by the IC. Note that we output here only
a 3D reference position as the reference rotation is constantly
equivalent to the identity, as shown in Equation (4). This nominal
control strategy is denoted by μc henceforth. The Cartesian IC
discussed earlier will deal with minor orientation uncertainties
arising from in-hand object rotation. Input to the Cartesian IC
is the goal position of the end-effector. As we do not know
the exact goal position, an assumed goal position P gc is used
as an input action.

To deter the robot from moving with high accelerations and
generating very high interaction forces if the nominal policy fails,
we pass the feed-forward action Pgc through a linear algorithm
where at any discrete time t the policy μc outputs an action act
such that

act ¼ Pt þ clipðPgc � PtÞ (8)

where Pt is the current end-effector positions expressed in the
object frame and act is the action output of the nominal control-
ler’s policy at time t. The reference position is clipped (i.e., satu-
rated) within a suitable range. As a result, Equation (6) becomes

ΛðqÞP̈ þDPP
: þ SPðclipða0 � PÞÞ ¼ 0.

3.2.4. Learning the Residual Action: Recurrent TD3

In this block, we explain our extension of the TD3 algorithm.
TD3 is introduced, assuming that the underlying process is a
fully observable MDP. This is often not possible in practice.
Hence, we model our system as a POMDP. In POMDPs, the
agent can observe the underlying state only indirectly, based
on past observations.

Existing approaches using POMDP formulation can be cate-
gorized as probability-based and memory-based approaches.[39] A
naive approach to dealing with POMDPs is learning reactive sto-
chastic policies that map observations to action probabilities.[40] It
assumes that taking random actions can prevent the agent from
getting stuck in the loop due to ambiguous or partial observa-
tions. Unfortunately, this approach can produce suboptimal
policies.[39,41] Memory-based approaches learn from past obser-
vations with RNNs, recently, using LSTM units. For example,
other studies[32,33,42] used LSTMs to approximate Q-value func-
tions, policies, and actor–critic networks, respectively. These
works showed that using LSTMs can substantially improve per-
formance for high-dimensional continuous tasks with

partial observability compared with their nonrecurrent
counterparts. Therefore, using a recurrent network to extend
TD3 is beneficial for solving real-world robotic applications
which fall under the POMDP category. We use the following
RL formulation.

States: Let the forces and the moments acting on the robot
end-effector expressed in the object frame at a discrete time t
be Ft ¼ ðfxt, fyt, fzt, nxt, nyt, nztÞ. Let the end-effector’s current
and the assumed goal positions in the object’s frame be Pt ¼
ðxt, yt, ztÞ and Pgc ¼ ðxgc, ygc, zgcÞ, respectively. Then, the state
of the system is given as st ¼ ðFt,Pgc � PtÞ.

RL Policy and Actions: We use a continuous 3D action space.
An RL policy μθ at time t outputs an action at such that
at ¼ ðΔxt,Δyt,ΔztÞ. This action states how much the end-
effector needs to move along each axis in the object frame.
The policy parameters are denoted by θ.

Rewards: If the goal is not reached, the robot receives a reward
of �1 for that time step. When the goal is reached, a reward of
100 is received.

In our extension of recurrent TD3, 1) instead of sampling a
minibatch of single transitions ðsi, ai, ri, siþ1Þ from the
replay buffer ℬ with an actual state s, a minibatch of trajectories
τ of such transitions with observations is sampled. This
trajectory is then used for computing the loss in Equation (2).
An example of such a trajectory of length (time window)
w is τi ¼ ððoi, ai, ri, oiþ1Þ, ðoi�1, ai�1, ri�1, oiÞ, : : : , ðoi�wþ1, ai�wþ1,
ri�wþ1, oi�wþ2ÞÞ. 2) Consequently, instead of a single state, a
sequence of w consecutive observation–action pairs is sampled
while updating the policy parameters in Equation (3). 3) An
RNN, namely, LSTM, is used to represent both actor and value
function networks. Note that RNNs can summarize this transi-
tion in their recurrent state without explicitly using the trajecto-
ries. However, in a practical setting, we observed that faster
learning is achieved using such trajectories.

Let us suppose that the observation–action transition history
for a sampled trajectory τi is hi ¼ ððoi, aiÞ, ðoi�1, ai�1Þ, : : : ,
ðoi�wþ1, ai�wþ1ÞÞ, and the reward history is rhi ¼ ðri, ri�1, : : : ,
ri�wþ1Þ. Similarly, ohi and ahi are the action and observation his-
tories, respectively.

The time step history at index ðiþ 1Þ then is denoted as hiþ1.
The same subscript notation applies to the action, reward, and
observation histories. We compute the target vector from
Equation (1) for recurrent TD3 as

yhi ¼ rhi þ γmin
j¼1, 2

Qϕ0
j
ðohiþ1, μθ0 ðohiþ1Þ þ εÞ (9)

Here, both actor and critic output an array of Q-values and
actions along the time axis. The critic then regresses to minimize
the expected loss for a trajectory τi.

Lðϕ,BÞ ¼ E
τi∼B

h
kðyhi �QϕðhiÞÞk22

i
(10)

Here, k.k2 is the Euclidean norm. Finally, the agent’s
policy is learnt just by maximizing the expected Q-value
function Qϕ1

.
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max
θ

E
τi∼B

½jQϕ1
ðohi , μθðohi ÞÞj� (11)

Here, j.j is the absolute-value norm. The final learnt recurrent
policy is then used to compute action at at time t, as shown in
Figure 2.

Algorithm 1 explains the training procedure for residual recur-
rent TD3 with a decaying nominal controller. We first initialize
the replay buffer using a random policy for the first b time steps.
Later, we reset the robot’s initial state, s0, for each episode based
on the assumed goal position and reset the number of episode
time steps t, to 0. Until the task is finished or the number of time
steps exceeds the episode’s maximum time steps, T, we compute
the action by weighted summation of the RL policy and nominal
controller actions. The resulting action is then passed to the IC. A
transition consisting of the current observation, action, next
observation, and reward is added to the reply buffer. By sampling
the sequence w of such transitions, we optimize the RL policy
using recurrent TD3. Note that our method is algorithm agnos-
tic, meaning that any algorithm that supports continuous action
space can be used as the base algorithm instead of TD3.

We assume that while conducting most assembly tasks (espe-
cially tasks considered in this article), our approach does not
require RL to adapt to uncertainties in orientations. This

assumption is based on the ability of the impedance comptroller
to adapt to minor orientation uncertainties and that of RL to
handle extreme position uncertainties arising from real-world
interactions. A validation of this assumption can be seen later
in the experiments. Nevertheless, the proposed framework can
extend straightforwardly to learning orientations by changing
the RL algorithm’s state space and action space to include orien-
tations. This RL reformulation would enable the robot to conduct
assembly tasks requiring learning orientation uncertainty, such
as assembling mechanical parts with negative or tight tolerances.

4. Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present real-world validation of the proposed
technique in insertion and hanging tasks. Our experimental
setup is described in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 presents the experi-
ments and evaluation results for the insertion and hanging task.
Furthermore, we conduct experiments to validate our approach
in different real-world settings like hanging glasses and stacking
discs on a wooden peg. The results of these validation experi-
ments are presented in Section 4.3.

4.1. Experimental Section

The experimental setups for the hanging and insertion scenarios
and object variation are shown in Figure 3. We used a 7 degrees-
of-freedom Franka Emika Panda arm with a parallel gripper.[43]

The robot was controlled at 15 Hz using a Cartesian IC, which
was tolerant of the contacts and environmental collisions. We
assumed that the object was already grasped during experiments,
and it was �10 cm in front of the assumed goal position. There
was a tolerance of 3 mm between the object diameter at the inser-
tion point and the frame width.

We manually inserted the object grasped by the robot in the
frame and recorded the goal position of the robotic end-effector
with respect to the frame. Note that this information is not
included in the RL’s state representation and is only used to give
a sparse reward to the robot if the robot reaches the goal state. A
time sequence of 20 states was used as input to our RL frame-
work. The actor and critic networks of the algorithm were rep-
resented by an RNN of size ð200, 100, 40, 200, 100Þ. In this, 40
was the number of LSTM units. The rest was fully connected
hidden-layer sizes. We used the TD3 implementation from
the Tensorflow library[44] for implementing our algorithm. An
episode was an attempt of the robot to hang/insert the object
at the desired location. The episode ended when the robot exe-
cuted a maximum of 100 control actions (steps), or the goal was
reached. These actions were sampled at 15 Hz. We do not make
any assumptions about object interaction dynamics, contacts,
and friction throughout the task execution.

4.2. Results

The experiments aim to answer whether our approach can han-
dle goal position uncertainties and object property changes.
Moreover, we show that the learnt policy is agnostic of the
frame’s position and orientation by evaluating the policy learnt
in the insertion setup on the hanging setup. Finally, we validate

Algorithm 1. Proposed RL algorithm and residual recurrent TD3 with a
decaying nominal controller policy. Here, T is time horizon T, w is
time sequence length, b is the number of initial data collection steps,
M is the maximum number of time steps, and Pt is the current end-
effector position. The pop function (line 9) removes the value at index
0 and returns the rest of the list. The append function (line 15, 16)
appends the latest values to the list. τ is a minibatch of n transition
trajectories each of length w sampled from the replay buffer B.

1 Required: Nominal controller μc, random data collection policy μr , recurrent TD3
policy μθ .

2 B←InitializeReplayBuf f erðμr Þ
3 for Time Steps ¼ 1, M do

4: s0 � E

5 t←0

6 ht←fg, oht←fg
7 for t ¼[0, T] and Task !¼ Done do

8 if lengthðhtÞ ≥ w then

9 ht←Popðht, 0Þ, oht←Popðoht , 0Þ
10 end

11 λ ¼ 1� t
T

12 ðat, Þ ¼ μθðoht Þ þ ε

13 a’t ¼ ð1� λÞat þ λμcðPtÞ
14 ðotþ1, rtÞ←Executeða’tÞ
15 ht←Appendðht, ðot, atÞÞÞ
16 B←AppendðB, ðot, at, rt, otþ1ÞÞ
17 τ∶τ1, τ2, : : : , τn∼B

18 θ←RecurrentTD3.Optimizeðθ, τ)
19 end

20 end
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our approach by applying it to the task of inserting the disks on a
stacking tower and the real-world application of hanging wine
glasses into racks.

4.2.1. Uncertain Goal Position

In this scenario, we introduce a Gaussian noise of 0 mean and
15mm standard deviation along the X ,Y , and Z-axes of the
frame. The setup for this experiment is shown in Figure 3.
We conduct five experiments using different random seeds to
initialize the proposed RL algorithm, residual recurrent TD3 with
a decaying nominal controller policy. Furthermore, in an ablation
study, we compare our method with recurrent TD3, residual
TD3, using a decay factor with residual TD3, and using the

IC without any RL. Note that the output of these RL algorithms
is passed to the IC, which in turn controls the robot.

The success rate and average episode length plots of these five
runs are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that our method learns
to insert the object with over 80% success rate in 3000 time steps.
Figure 5 shows the average success rate of five runs against train-
ing time in minutes. It can be seen that our method learns the
task of insertion in less than 4min of real-world training with a
success rate of more than 80%. Furthermore, we perform 100
insertions using the best-learnt policy to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the learnt policy with our algorithm, residual TD3, both
with and without the decay factor and the using the impedance
control without any RL. Table 1 shows the number of successful
insertions. Video stills of the robot inserting the object using our
method are shown in Figure 6.

(a) (b) (c)

Setup to insert the object in the

frame.

Setup to hang the object in the
frame.

Objects used during experimentation.

Figure 3. The experimental setup with the Panda arm, the object, and the frame. The task of the robot is to insert or hang the object into the frame.
a,b) Panels show the insertion and hanging setup, respectively, with the original object without any foam. c) Panel shows the original object to the left and
the object covered with 5 mm-thick foam along its axis to the right. The foam is used to change the object size and surface properties. The experiments
evaluate the robustness of the learnt policy for these property variations.

(a) (b)

Figure 4. a) Average success rate and b) average episode length plots for five real-world robotic experiments for inserting an object in the frame. It can be
seen that our method works better than other variations of RL algorithms. This can be attributed to the fact that adding recurrence to the TD3 formulation
can help in faster learning. In addition, using a decay factor adds the implicit constraint on the algorithm that correcting trajectories using RL is more
important as the robot is closer to the goal.
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4.2.2. Object Property Change and Uncertain Goal Position

Here, we wrap the object in foam to make the object deformable
and to change object size, as shown in the second image of
Figure 3c, and the insertion setup same as shown in
Figure 3a. We perform 100 insertions of the object using our
algorithm’s policy with the highest success rate in the insertion
setup.

Our policy was able to insert the object 85/100 times success-
fully. However, we observed that the average episode length
when the object is wrapped in the foam was observed to be
69 time steps instead of 45 time steps with the original object.
This can be attributed to the fact that the enveloping object in the
foam affects robot–object–hanger system dynamics. Moreover,
due to the increased diameter of the object, when the hanger
obstructs the object, the contact area increases. Due to this,

the hanger–object contact time before the object can be inserted
can increase. These reasons contribute to the robot needingmore
time to complete the task.

Despite these changed dynamics, our approach can success-
fully insert the object in the frame without additional training.
Video stills of the robot inserting the object using our method
are shown in Figure 7.

4.2.3. Effect of Change in Frame Position and Orientation

Here, we rotate the frame and reposition it to create a hanging
scenario, as shown in Figure 3b. We conduct 100 hanging experi-
ments using the policy learnt in the insertion setup. Our policy
was able to hang the object successfully for 86/100 attempts.
Video stills of the robot hanging the object are shown in Figure 8.

We do not conduct any additional training in this scenario. For
our RL approach, observed states consist of the forces on the end-
effector and the difference between the assumed goal position
and the end-effector’s current position, both expressed in the
hanger frame. None of these variables rely on the absolute posi-
tion and orientation of the end-effector. Thus, as long as we can
define the insertion axis along the negative Z-axis of the hanger,
the states and actions of our RL’s approach remain consistent

Figure 5. Average success rate and training time plot for five real-world
robotic experiments for inserting an object in the frame. It can be seen
that our method achieves an average success rate of over 80% with 4
min of real-world interactions.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 6. Video stills of the robot inserting the object. The first row is the side view, and the second row is the front view of the corresponding image. The
captions are the timestamps of image stills. In images (b) and (c), it can be seen that the frame obstructs the object. The subsequent stills show that the
policy can insert the object despite the erroneous goal position. The image captions show real-world timestamps.

Table 1. The result of evaluating different residual learning methods
combined with Cartesian impedance control and using only the
Cartesian impedance control without any RL for 100 attempts of
inserting the object in the frame.

Method % of successful grasps

Residual recurrent TD3 with decayþ IC 94%

Residual recurrent TD3þ IC 24%

Residual TD3 with decayþ IC 69%

Residual TD3þ IC 10%

Impedance control without RL 40%
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with the learned policy. Thus our policy is valid for every orien-
tation and position change of the hanger.

In this hanging scenario, we needed to reset the experiment
after every ten attempts, as the robot’s joints were close to joint
limits. Thus, learning the task in this configuration was not suit-
able for the robot. By choosing the end-effector pose-agnostic
state and action representation, we learnt the policy in the inser-
tion setup and applied it directly to the hanging setup
successfully.

Note that in Section 3.2.4, we assume that the RL method does
not need to learn orientation uncertainties for most assembly
tasks in our framework. Our experiments validate this assump-
tion. For the presented tasks of inserting the object in the frame,
the object moves and rotates in the robotic hand due to environ-
mental collisions, as shown in Figure 6 and 8. In this scenario,
the object is at an angle with respect to the frame. The IC can
handle these rotations, whereas RL adapts to the position uncer-
tainties. Thus our approach can complete these tasks, even when
position and orientation uncertainties are present, without hav-
ing RL learn additional orientation corrections.

4.3. Validation Experiments

We validate our approach using two experimental setups, stack-
ing discs onto a tower and hanging wine glasses in the rack, and,
prove that our method can be used in real-world scenarios.

4.3.1. Stacking Discs onto a Tower

In this setup, the task is to insert wooden disks onto a wooden
tower in the presence of position uncertainties. The discs have
varying diameters of 8, 7.5, and 7 cm. The wooden stick of the
tower and the disc hole have a clearance of 2 mm. We add a
Gaussian noise of 0 mean and 15mm standard deviation in
the goal position of the discs. While training, only one disc of
diameter 7.5 cm is used. Like the previous experiments, we train
the policy for 3000 time steps. We conduct 100 disc insertions
using the trained policy. Our policy was able to insert the disc
successfully for 88/100 attempts. The number of successful
insertions without using RL was 56/100. Thus, our approach
was able to achieve high success rate for a novel task within

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 7. Video stills of the robot inserting the foam-enveloped object. The first row is the side view, and the second row is the front view of the
corresponding image. In images (b) and (c), it can be seen that the frame obstructs the object. The subsequent stills show that the policy can insert
the object despite the erroneous goal position. The image captions show real-world timestamps.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 8. Video stills of the robot hanging the object. The first row is the side view, and the second row is the closer front view of the corresponding image.
In images (b) and (c), it can be seen that the frame obstructs the object. The subsequent stills show that the policy is able to hang the object despite the
erroneous goal position. The image captions show real-world timestamps.
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5min of real world training. Furthermore, we use this policy in a
complete pick-and-place pipeline. While validating our approach
in this setup, the robot picks up a disc and moves it on top of the
assumed goal. At this point, the robot starts using the learnt
policy to insert the object. While using only impedance control
fails in the particular scenario, as shown in Figure 9, our method
can successfully insert the discs onto the tower.

4.3.2. Hanging Wine Glasses

In this setup, we use our method to hang wine glasses in a rack in
the presence of position uncertainties. This setup is particularly
challenging because 1) grasp forces on the glass cannot increase,
as greater forces might break the glass, and 2) grasps on the wine
glasses are not form-closure grasps due to the unavailability of a
stable surface. These two reasons cause the glass to rotate inside
the robot hand and fall with the application of a small external
force. Here, we needed to identify a low-stiffness setting of the IC
that does not exceed this force while interacting with the environ-
ment. We use the same policy that was used for the hanging task

in Section 4.2.3, as both the objects share similar characteristics
in terms of the “neck” part that goes into the rack or frame.[45] We
hang the wine glass 100 times in the rack, while adding Gaussian
noise of 0 mean and 15mm standard deviation in the goal posi-
tion. Without using any RL, the glass could be hung 38/100
times. Our policy was able to hang the glass successfully for
81/100 attempts. Our approach could generalize the trained pol-
icy for novel objects that shared similar features with the objects
used in the training, with a high success rate. Furthermore, we
use this policy in a complete pick-and-place pipeline. While vali-
dating our approach in this setup, the robot picks up a glass and
moves it in front of the assumed goal. At this point, the robot
starts using the learnt policy to insert the glass. Our approach
can successfully hang the glass, as shown in Figure 10.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

This article proposed an approach combining conventional meth-
ods and RL to conduct assembly tasks robustly in the presence of
uncertainties. We extended the algorithm TD3 using LSTM

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

Figure 9. Video stills of the robot stacking the discs onto the wooden tower. The sequence shows that the learnt policy can be successfully integrated into
the whole pick-and-place pipeline. c,d,h,i,l) The disc obstructed by the wooden stick. The subsequent images for each show that despite the initial
erroneous goal positions, the robot is able to place all three discs onto the tower.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

(h) (i) (j) (k) (l) (m) (n)

Figure 10. Video stills of the robot hanging the wine glasses in the racks. The sequence shows that the learnt policy can be successfully integrated into the
whole pick-and-place pipeline in a real-world scenario. d,e,k,l,m) The glasses obstructed by the rack. The subsequent images for each of them show that
despite the initial erroneous goal positions, the robot could hang the two glasses into the rack.
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networks and formulated the recurrent TD3 algorithm. We
developed a nominal control strategy and augmented it using
the recurrent TD3 algorithm and IC to adapt to uncertainties
in the environment. The proposed approach could learn to hang
and insert objects in a few minutes of real-world training.

With a Gaussian goal position uncertainty of 0 mean and
15mm variance, our method was able to insert the object with
a 94% success rate, while impedance control alone could achieve
only 40%. Learning in task space allowed us to generalize the
learnt policy for different frame positions and orientations.
After changing the object’s deformability and size by enclosing
the object in a foam sheet and after changing hanger configura-
tions, our method was able to insert and hang the object with at
least an 85% success rate. Thus, we show that the learnt policy is
robust to changes in the object’s surface properties and agnostic
to the frame’s position and orientation. Furthermore, our
approach outperforms pure impedance control and the variations
of residual control methods with and without the decay factor
and recurrence. Moreover, our policy can be applied to different
setups, such as inserting discs on a tower or hanging wine
glasses in a rack with a few minutes of training.

In the future, we would like to extend this method to use vision
to learn RL policies that can adapt to objects with very different
shapes and characteristics. Another direction for future research
is to automatically compute the weight for the RL method and
nominal controller instead of using a fixed decay function.
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